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Access Control



Say goodbye to keys

Buzz visitors in with your mobile app and create rules to lock doors automatically 
when your business closes. 

Provide an extra layer of security to sensitive areas by using the “badge+pin” 
feature. This dual-action requirement requests employees or visitors to swipe 
their badges or fobs and enter a user code to access a specific area. Once that 
area has been accessed, you will receive a custom notification alerting you. 

Open doors with your phone 

Employees and visitors can now use their smartphones to access doors, 
instead of carrying a separate badge or key fob. 

By installing our Alarm.com branded readers, use the exclusive mobile 
credentials feature to eliminate the need to manage fobs and badges,  
which are easier to misplace or steal.

Manage users from anywhere

Add or revoke lock control and user codes instantly from anywhere. Assign PIN 
codes and badges for doors, with easy scanning to add a badge to your system. 

Increase efficiency by bulk-adding hundreds of users at once, or setting cards 
to automatically deactivate on a certain date. 

EXPERIENCE

Smarter Access Control 
Alarm.com’s cloud-based access control combines intuitive user 
management with a seamless alarm and video integration.  
Give employees and visitors the precise level of access they need. 
Keep track of who’s coming and going. Lock doors remotely, 
assign user codes in bulk, and monitor activity across every 
access point in your business.



It’s an easy enhancement

Smarter Access Control integrates with leading hardware brands so that you 
don’t have to replace locks and card readers or install expensive new hardware. 
Setup is plug-and-play without cloud-based platform, meaning no on-site 
server to maintain and no IT degree required.

Everything works together

Alarm.com gives you extra protection and efficiency by integrating access, 
intrusion and video monitoring into one intuitive solution.

You can disarm your alarm by swiping your access badge, get video alerts when 
specific doors are opened, and find video of access events directly from your 
access history timeline. 

“If you have to re-key a building or you have to constantly update  
door codes because someone forgot a code, that becomes expensive. 
 If I have to go up to a location because I’m the only person with the 
master code or maybe someone lost a key, that’s also expensive.”

—chris rivera, canton car wash
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